Chapter 1
The Complete Parent/Guardian Interpretation Chart
Sun Moon or Moon Sun Parents
Effective Influence:
These parents created a happy home. They agreed and worked
well together as a team.
Family life had an air of peace and tranquility because of the
combined efforts of both partners.
The partners identified well with each other: they created a
normal, harmonious male/female - father/mother role in the
environment.
There were pleasant meals, fun conversations, shared hobbies
and harmonious outings together: they were partners that
enjoyed doing things for each other and for their family.
Ineffective Influence:
There was a distinct difference in the make-up of the mother and
the father. They were direct opposites in ways that made role
identify difficult for the children.
Each parent/guardian stood for entirely different things. Their
philosophies were so drastically different that they presented a
confusing picture.
There was always anger, criticism, general incompatibility, or
an undertone of unhappiness in the home. The result was inner
conflict for the children.
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Anger Development - Your Roots
Sun Mercury or Moon Mercury Parents
Effective Influence:
These parents had strong intellects. They were sensitive,
understanding people.
They had a good amount of pride in the home and in their family.
They represented common sense and practicality.
The parents had the ability to develop the mental faculties of
their children by nourishing their ideas and hopes in an excellent
way; communication with their children was normal and easy.
Because these Sun/Mercury or Moon/Mercury parents were in
general self-assured they were able to establish good intellectual
guidance in the lives of their children.
Ineffective Influence:
These parents were inflexible and dogmatic; they asserted their
opinions in an arrogant manner.
Their emotionalism, at times, took much away from the
clearness of their thinking. Prejudices or opinions formed
without knowledge were apparent in their communication with
their children.
They possessed an intellectual aimlessness or lack of clarity
and direction that was frustrating for their children: often it was
more one parent talking ‘at’ you than actual communication.
They offered little confidence to their children as to intellectual
guidance.
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Chapter 1
Sun Venus or Moon Venus Parents
Effective Influence:
These parents possessed and exhibited genuine affection and
loving kindness for their children
They were artistic people who encouraged the creativity in their
children. They developed an element of refinement in the family
by making them aware of the finer things in life.
These parents reared children who were well bred, polite and
cultured. The parents possessed an element of kindness along
with a gentle harmonious disposition that gave the children a
strong sense of security.
Ineffective Influence:
These parents had affection for their children that was without
depth; they often simply bought their love without putting time
and care into the relationship.
They possessed an artificial or ‘phony’ quality that was fostered
in their children; this quality exhibited itself as a pretense or
falseness in the character. The parents did not pass on to their
children an understanding of true values.
The parents were careless and indolent in regard to domestic
matters. There was excessive indulgence in pleasure along with
an intemperate attitude.
They were often neglectful, reckless and inconsiderate. The
children had a very poor role model to follow.
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Anger Development - Your Roots
Sun Mars or Moon Mars Parents
Effective Influence:
These parents or guardians inspired you to good energy
performance; they encouraged you taking aggressive, assertive
action in various areas of your life.
They had strong principles but allowed you free rein in making
your own decisions and accounting for your own failures and
your own successes. You were not oppressed in the relationship;
there were energetic discussions and debates with your ideas as
well as theirs taken into great consideration.
Their strength was passed on to you -- not used as an iron
hand against you; as a result, children developed strong selfconfidence.
Ineffective Influence:
The children were domineered mercilessly in the relationship -this inspired strong feelings of inadequacy in facing life.
All decisions were made by the parents either in a bossy,
dictatorial way or with a subtle intimidation; this undermined
healthy confidence from developing in the children.
The parents subjugated the children with their “My way is the
best way” attitude. There was no real communication and the
children were kept in a type of bondage.
In most cases the children became dependents as a result of the
constant intimidation. The intimidation was in some cases quiet
manipulation and in other cases brutal tyrannical dictating.
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Sun Jupiter or Moon Jupiter Parents
Effective Influence:
These parents were peace-loving people with a strong
philosophical outlook. Their ability to remain serene through
great adversity was a grand benefit for their children.
They were intellectual people with much common sense; they
taught, through words and actions, the values of moderation in
life.
The home environment was excellent for the children because
the parents were generally always good natured, helpful, and
sympathetic with them.
In summary, the Sun/Jupiter or Moon/Jupiter parent/guardian
offered great security for their children.
Ineffective Influence:
They were very opinionated and arrogant or aggressively
haughty. It was sometimes difficult for the children to share the
limelight or get the proper share of attention from these parents.
The extravagance, carelessness or showy nature of the parents in
some instances undermined the disciplining of the children. The
natural way for the parents was to let things slide.
Restlessness along with a certain element of extremism was part
of the parent’s make-up. This extremism sometimes exhibited
itself in narrow religious training
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Anger Development - Your Roots
Sun Saturn or Moon Saturn Parents
Effective Influence:
The parents were extremely moral people and conformed to
standards of correctness in conduct and character. They were
steady, duty-bound people, and love for the children was considered
a serious responsibility.
Affection was shown in a matter-of-fact, practical way. The
children felt a good combination of love and discipline that built
strength and security. They provided a secure kind of caring.
The parents were extremely hard working people. Often, the
family provided business opportunities for the children; these
opportunities came through either contacts or inheritance.
Ineffective Influence:
These parents were narrow and bias; in many cases their thinking
actually appeared as stupidity.
They were rigid and unfeeling people -- depression and discontent
kept than from becoming emotionally close. The Saturn parent
or guardian had an unusual amount of morbid fears that they
passed on to their children.
Harshness, severity, frustration and a lack of emotional
satisfaction had been endured by the parents; ultimately, these
same ineffective traits were passed on to the children.
Self-expression between parent and child was often completely
denied. Children of ineffective Saturn parents grew up timid and
distrusting of life.
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